RE-PUSH

NEW

Because your home security should be effortless yet chic!
Elegant Design, Optimum Functionality, and Effortless Operation in One Solution: Effectively integrating smart ergonomics and technology, Häfele’s
RE-Push Digital Lock cuts a sharp figure, packed in a sleek and elegant design and offers a multitude of features that enhance your home security
exponentially. The key principle behind RE-Push is its convenient operation; whether it be in terms of the easily held elevated handle to open the door
with a flourish or about managing and controlling the lock via the embedded Z-Wave* Module for smart home connectivity. For full-proof safety, the lock
comes with four additional access modes – Keypad, RFID, Fingerprint and Bluetooth access (using the Häfele Smart Lock mobile application).

ACCESS MODES:
Fingerprint
(Up to 100 unique accesses)
Key-pad or Password
(1 master access, up to 9 unique accesses)
RFID
(Up to 100 unique accesses)
Built-in Bluetooth Key
(Mobile application access)
Mechanical Keys
(2 user keys)
Z-wave Smart Home Connectivity*

SMART TECHNOLOGIES:
Smart Password: Allows you to hide the set numeric
password between random numbers. This function is particularly
helpful when you don’t want to reveal your password to a person
standing next to you while you are accessing your home.
Smart Voice: Provides you step-by-step voice guidance while
adding a user, setting a password or enabling a function/mode;
or simple voice notifications from the lock about the various
operative modes or incorrect usage of the lock.
Smart Freeze: Reduces the possibilities of unwanted break-ins
by freezing the lock function for over 5 min. in case of incorrect
entries of access.
Smart Etiquettes: Allows you to seamlessly adjust the lock
voice volume or put it on mute, especially when you are
entering your home in the wee hours of morning ensuring that your
neighbours do not get disturbed
Smart Home Integration: Allows your lock to be operated and
configured through a central home control system with the help
of the Z-wave module*.

HÄFELE SMART LOCK
FOR OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE VISIT DIGITAL LOCKS HAFELEINDIA.COM

*Z wave module needs to be purchased separately and installed inside
the lock. The stocks of the same will be available by June 2022.
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TYPES OF PASSWORD:
Permanent Password: Used by the admin user (owner) for
regular access to the property. Once set, this password remains
active until it is changed or reset by the admin.
Period Password: Generated to give access to visiting guests
who may want to use your property for a few hours or days with
multiple entries and exits. This password can be generated by
the user only via the Hafele Smart Lock Mobile Application.
Scheduled Password: Set for visitors who follow a definite
pattern while visiting the property, for e.g., domestic or
cleaning staff who visits every day at a scheduled hour. The
password remains valid only for the scheduled visit duration
and lapses for all the times before and after this scheduled
period ensuring the highest control. It can be generated by the
user only via the Hafele Smart Lock Mobile Application.

APPLICATION:
 Residential buildings, holiday homes, stand-alone villas and
cottages

External Lock Body

Internal Lock Body

SPECIFICATIONS:

LOCKING MODES:
Auto Locking: Enables automatic locking of door, after 3
seconds of the door closing thereby restricting access into your
home.
Manual Locking: Enables the user to physically lock the door
by touching the front panel / finger print scanner when required.
Privacy Locking: Enables locking the door from the inside by
pressing a safety button on the rear lock body and is used to
restrict access into your home. The only way a person can enter
your home from the outside, in such a situation, is by using the
mechanical key or master password.
Defence Locking: Enables locking from the outside by
pressing a button on the front lock body and is used to notify if
someone is trying to leave the house.

 For Door Thickness: 38 - 60 mm
 Material: Aluminium Alloy (Lock Body) / Stainless Steel 304
(Mortise)

 Finish: Black and Copper
 Dimensions (W × H × D):
I. External Lock Body: 79 x 395 x 26 mm
II. Internal Lock Body: 78 x 359 x 30 mm
III. Mortise: 99 x 235 x 24 mm

 Accessible via Häfele Smart Lock Application
 Operating Temperature: ~ -25°C to 55°C
 Alarms: Low battery, intrusion and high temperature
 Compatible for DIN-left or DIN-right applications
 Enables access to audit trails via mobile application
 Battery: 8 AA Batteries, Micro USB for Emergency

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Article Number

912.20.489

Description
RE-Push Smart Digital Lock System
 1 External and Internal Module
 1 Mortise Lock and Strike Plate
 2 Key Tags, 2 Key Cards
 2 Mechanical Keys
 1 Set of Fixing Material
 User Manual and Installation Template

UOM

KIT

Note: Batteries are not a part of this kit and need to be
sourced separately.
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